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About This Game

The debut release from Magnetic Realms is a Sci-Fi action adventure called "Inescapable".

Named the "Best PC Metroidvania You Didn’t Play of 2013" by Matthew Zulawski of metroidvanias.com and listed as a
notable game in indiegames.com's Top 10 Indie Horror Games of 2013, the game sees players unravel the mystery uncovered

by a remote interplanetary mining operation.
What did they find? What threat does it pose? And ultimately, what does it truly mean to be a hero?

Side scrolling action combined with adventure style puzzles.

A large world to explore with an intriguing story and an unusual, thought-provoking ending.

Hand drawn pixel art for a classic Amiga/Atari ST 16-bit era graphical style.

Features optional CRT screen simulation effect for a more authentic look on modern LCD monitors.

Available for Windows, Mac and Linux.
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Challenge: Not getting distrackted.
Worthy to buy in a sale. Please add more characters and achievements/badges.. Nice idea, very nice, but what a bad finish. It
could have been great but falls short on just about everything. Real shame. Not sure who's behind the game but if they had some
more time (and some more bright ideas and feedback) this might have been a good one.
Don't get me wrong, it's always fun to chase bad guys and shoot em, recieve upgrades and the likes, but it gets real boring real
quick here.
Perhaps more fun in multiplayer i suppose. But it gets old real quick in single player.

Can't heartedly recommend.. Far from the best game by Hosted Games\/Choice of Games. There are numerous errors, both
grammatical and technical. At one point, a character's name just became "undefined." The game may end abruptly, just deciding
that one has not completed enough objectives. Many paths are rushed, and do are not resolved properly if you follow them;
either looping back to a decision that ultimately turns out the same (making it a false choice), or just ultimately going nowhere.
If you want magitech, go for Emyprean. If you want battle suits, go for Mecha Ace. I'd not recommend this game, except with
quite a large sale.. \u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665ing Bad\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665\u2665. mehhhh.... its okay, but has the
WORST VOICE ACTING I HAVE EVER SEEN A GAME..

 The tutorial seemed fairly straight forward but it quickly became apparent that it didn't really prepare me for the game
at all. I ended up spending like 15 minutes reading through the in-game manual to figure things out.

 There's a growth phase and then a creation phase. The growth phase takes up most of the year. Your plants ripen in the
sun, but they also grow leaves which prevent this. You want them to be fairly ripe but not over-rippened, so you basically
spend most of the year staring at your plant and deciding when to trim the leaves (by clicking on them). Then at the end
of the year you can harvest your plants and turn it into wine using a series of dialogue boxes which change the stats of
your final product. Most of these boxes will have only one option at the start of the game anyway as you have to drop a
whole lot of money into upgrades.

 It's boring. You spend most of the game staring at your plants as they ripen. Then you make the wine and return to
staring at your plants. There're a few other bits like buying plots of land or upgrades but they're super expensive.

. Sequel to a fantastic puzzler, its still good and now with updated graphics.. You've played this game a hundred times before.
Maybe in a browser, maybe you bought it for a pittance in a Steam sale because what are you really risking for like £0.07 and
ooh, trading cards. It isn't awful and it is still obviously a very early build but I honestly can't see it developing into anything
worth picking up except begrudgingly as part of a bundle.

I'll spare you the well-worn intricacies of Dark Days (make molotovs, buy guns, kill fast/slow/brute zombie, next level) and
instead offer the developers a little feedback just to bring the title up to speed with even the most mediocre of titles that share
its genre.

1.) There's no intensity. None. Why would I panic about any of my fences breaking when I can easily outrun even the fastest
zombie? I often found myself jumping over the barricades anyway, searching for stuff to kill that was actually taking forever to
spawn.
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2.) Guns and ammo are far too cheap and some are gamebreaking. As soon as I got hold of the shotgun, it was essentially game
over. Everything dies in one shot except the giants who die in three and move so painfully slowly that they're more of a threat to
the other zombies by blocking their way than they are to me.

3.) By contrast, the ranged weapons are practically pointless. Molotovs do nothing. Zombies just wander through the fire like its
scotch mist. The tactical use of the mines and the one-shot kill of the knives are just as effective as a shotgun blast, except I
don't have to craft shells for that in multiples of three. The grenades have a fuse delay so they're utterly useless against the
runner zombies who are the only mild threat in the game. Which I shotgun. Because the shotgun is insane.

4.) The first survivor's gun appears to do nothing. I've stood there watching him pour nearly a hundred M16 rounds into a
standard undead just for it to carry on shambling towards me.

5.) It's called DUCT tape. Not 'duck tape'. Although there is a brand of tape in the US called 'Duck' but I sincerely doubt that's
what you meant.

I think that'll do for starters. Maybe after that we can talk about the sheer repetitiveness and emptiness of the scenery or the fact
that the flashlight doesn't really do anything useful but honestly, I'll just be reposting some variant of this review on another
zombie defence title next week so I'm pessimistic to say the least.

Highlights from my experience with it are below:
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=ubZiAt93Rts. It's a shame that all you get from startıng up the game is a staring contest into
a white box on the screen. Literally nothing works albeit a ton of startup crash reports on the community pages. Unless the
developers get to deal with these issues, I recommend everyone to take this game off of their lists.. in a way, this is the true
successor to marble blast ultra that we never got, but it's so much more, the aesthetic of the game is superb and the
customization is very fun, and it's very polished and has good options for lower end computers. damn near perfect!

10/10
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Good fun for three bucks! A true twin-stick, like the original Robotron, where pushing the right-dpad will fire the weapon.
Decent level design, too, like pushing a car down a road, while zombies attack and also push the car back.

Played this game on ubuntu linux, with an xbox-type gamepad controller. This game was written in the unity game engine, and it
takes up 150 MBs of diskspace. Decent music and sound effects, too.. amazing feeling of locomotion and great fun to play
needs to be much longer and expanded on but a great story very excited to see where this game could go. Unique Twist On
RTS Genre

I've been looking for a game that would let me sink a lot of hours into a single experience in VR since the Vive was
released. I'm early in my time with this one, but having heard of this primarily as a console game, I thought this could
have some legs. It's looking like I was right so far! The RTS system is novel, building out your "empire" like nodes or a
web. It means you have to think about your placements as there's a heirarchy to what can build what. For example,
Outposts can build armouries, but armouries can't build outposts. So think ahead and make sure you have room for
expansion!

This may seem rambly, but I wanted to get some rough thoughts up so there weren't random complaints turning people
away from a solid RTS.

If you're a traditional gamer who likes strategy, this is a solid game. But if you own VR and have waited for a game to
sink your teeth into, this seems to be it. It's not a tutorial funneling you into multiplayer no one is playing (it does have
multiplayer, but it's cross-platform so it's likely to be much more vibrant). And it's not a 2 hour "experience" that is
exhilarating for a short afternoon, but then never touched again. This is a VIDEO GAME!

If you have an HTC Vive, get Siegecraft.. 7\/10

Touch Down Football Solitaire is basically a re-skin of Revills' earlier game Home Run Solitaire, just replacing one
sport with another (you can read my review of that title here: 
https:\/\/steamcommunity.com\/id\/frontman12\/recommended\/725170\/).

If you liked Home Run Solitaire (or this sort of +1\/-1 Solitaire game in general), I feel confident in saying you'll like this game
as well. You'll have the announcer Frank making puns about the names of the teams you're playing, seemingly the same number
of levels, the same abilities, and almost the same mini-games appearing from time to time to break up the experience (three card
monte, match 3, memory, etc.). However, I must say that I've gotten to where I absolutely hate the match 3 game and skip it
every time. The grid of symbols is too small, in my opinion, and sometimes won't have enough of the symbol you need to match
to be successful.

Additionally, Touch Down Football Solitaire has the same issue with achievements tied to inferior abilities. However, this time
around I purchased those abilities first (the shuffle and Ace-dropper) and used them every chance I could, and therefore shaved
about 3 hours off of the time it took for 100% completion.

Chances are, I'd play another one of these if it were released (Three-pointer Solitaire for Basketball?), but I'd certainly welcome
changes to some of the mini-games and achievements.. Interesting graphics & challenges
. This game reminds me of my ex-boyfriend.
It's so full of♥♥♥♥♥♥. I've never enjoyed this sort of game so i've had to delete it.
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